Program

Intellectual Property Workshop
by, dr.ir. Dennis Versteeg Philips
Thursday, March 21, 2024 14.00-17.00; Flux 0.150

This course is an initiative by e/MTIC (Eindhoven MedTech Innovation Center) and organized by SMPE/e (School of Medical Physics and Engineering). The course is obligatory for all e/MTIC related PhD's and PostDocs.

Course contents
In this half day course all facets of intellectual property are introduced. This includes the background of intellectual property and laws, an overview of all major types of intellectual property, including copyright, trademark, design rights and patents.

Most emphasis will be on patents, such as the requirements to obtain a patent, how patents are structured, how to read them and the use and value of patents. There is also a section on procedures from invention to granted patent, including internal Philips and e/MTIC procedures. All of this is illustrated with many examples of how things work in practice.

The workshop is very interactive and features some smaller and larger exercises to check comprehension during the course.

Course objective
After this course you will have a good working knowledge intellectual property and how it can support your own work and what role it plays in e/MTIC and in society as a whole.

This is a topic that is rarely touched upon in education, certainly not in this detail, but it is very valuable knowledge (and skill) for your further career, particularly in industry.

The general feedback from many participants is that they understand the importance of intellectual property, how to apply this in their daily work, and that they did not expect that intellectual property could actually be a lot of fun!

Course information
- Date: Thursday, March 21, 2024
- Time: 14-17 hrs
- Location: TU/e, Flux 0.150 (meeting room, 30p)
- Costs: only free of charge for TU/e members, with a no show, € 50 will be charged (a presentation list will be circulated)

Course coordination
- Course registration: Annebee Langenhuizen, Course coordinator SMPE/e/ courses: smpee@tue.nl